








Hand



Glove and Finger



Rod



Muppets (hand in mouth - with or without rods)



Shadow



Pop Up Puppets, Paddle Puppets and jumping jacks



Marionettes



21 in fact!

but thats a different presentation.

















As a group, select a Shakespeare play. 
Pick 1 moment from this play. 

What are the key story anchor points for 
this moment?

How could you use one of our puppet 
designs to create this moment?
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Shakespeares plays and sonnets are full of rhyme. Could you use the visual presence of a 
puppet to help explain some of the rhymes? 
Could the puppet represent a particular sound or mouth shape?
Can you deconstruct the themes of the play to teach through sensory play experiences? For 
example The Tempest, with water sprays, real wood and moss to feel, and thunder noises. 
Could the children make magic potions to be involved.  
Can making puppets play a part in story telling? 



Could a puppet make be part of your arts and crafts club?
Could you work together to build a set like The Tempest?
Could your arts and crafts club make a shadow play?



Could a puppet add to the experience of story sharing? 
Could the shadow show your arts and crafts club make be presented in this context?
Are there ways of moving puppets which can help to explain rhythm and rhyme to young 
children?
Could the children make spoon puppets to be the characters who speak and move when the 
characters do?



Islington Council, hosts a summer reading challenge. This is a chance to get 
reluctant readers in to reading more books. 

We did drop in shadow workshops as part of this challenge. 
Adding an unconventional or unique element to your learning could be a great way 

to access pots of funding from local councils or trusts and foundations. 



Running a drop in session is a great way to engage a number of families.
Think about what supervision is required for what you want to make. 

Think about how you can address a wide range of abilities and ages. Potentially 2 different 
versions which can cater for younger and older children. 

Make sure it’s age appropriate.
We recommend this activity lasts a maximum of 15 minutes.
A plan for a drop in workshop will follow from this session.



Think about what a more involved craft might be. Set something challenging but achievable. 
Use your ticketing systems or set up an eventbrite. 

Make sure it is age appropriate.
Have extensions to enable you to build on the session. 



As an individual
Pick one activity which happens in your library to celebrate Shakespeare Week.

How could you introduce puppets into that activity?
What age is this most appropriate for?

What would make this successful?
What materials do you need to make it happen.
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